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HALTON FORGE BANK MILL%

Side View (A and C) 1 980

t

HALTON F'ORGE BANK MILL

Reconstruction - front elevation

Reconstruction rear elevation
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Forge Bank Mi11, Halton(2)
by James Price

An article which appeared in Contrebis Volume
I 1982(1 ) vras concerned with the history and
industrial archaeology of this large mill
complex. ft concluded by stating that later
articles would provide more details of the
site, something that was unfoitunately never
done. In the mid 1980fs the top end of the
site was cleared by Luneside Engineering, a
necessity due to the dangerous state of the
buildings. This meant that no further large
scale survey of the whole mill could be
undertaken. Fortuitously, however, detailed
surveys of the oldest part of the site, that
part dating from before 1862, had already
been carried out, The aim of this article is
Lo publish the results of this survey along
with some revised views on the history of the
Forge or Forse Bank Mill pre 1 862.

My thanks go to all who helped in the survey
work and who must have long ago thought that
thbir efforts would never see the light of
day, especially George Niven, Bob Beeden and
my graduate group of 1980.

History of the Site

Almost certainly the first activity on the
site was an lron forge of c.1779 (Duchy
permission was sought that year to build a
forge on the river). Yates's map of 1786
shows a Forge on the bank of the river i-n
this approximate position. Forge Weir is
probably contemporaneous with the Forge and
was built to provide a head of water for the
water wheels driving the hammers and bellows.
In 1 824 the Forge was sold and probably went
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out of business at this time. Today there
are no remains except for iron slag on theriver bank. (2)

Where was it sited? In my opinion it vras at
the top end of the head race from Forge Weir
in such a location that the Forge building
was either incorporated into the later cotton
mill or demolished and its site built over.
I do not see it as.away from the river bank
like Hosfield (pers. comm. ). The great
unsolved mystery has to do with the origins
of the cotton mill here. Cotton is recorded
at Forge Bank in 1821 while there is a
reference to a cotton mill in Halton in l7B2(Lancaster Gazette, 2nd July 17821. Were
there two industrial enterprises using the
water por,rer side by side, or did each have a
separate discrete location? I fear we wil1
never know unless additional documents are
discovered.

By 1826 Forse Bank Mill and twelve cottages
were leased to the Atkinson Brothers of Holme
for the manufacture of Flax and Twine. At
this time it is mentioned that "the buildings
have been recently qrected". A notice of
20th November 1824 in the Lancaster Gazette
records "several cottages" as being a part of
the Forge buildings. In my opinion after the
sale of the Forge, the buildings bar the
cottages were demolished and a new mill
erected at the top of the Head race from
Forge Weir. This was probably done by
Bradshaw and additional cottaqes erected for
key workers. In 1 834 on the death of
Bradshaw his estates were sold to John
Swainson, a Preston cotton manufacturer. The
mi11 now cons j-sted of a "f lax mi11,
warehouse counling house and twelve cottages

(with) a dam and sluice". Mr Swainson
obviously turned the mill over to cotton and
nV igat i.here were twenty five workers there'
At some time between 1834 and 1862, when
Swainson closed the MiIl, he extended the
building. It was almost certainly after
1844. ftris is the year that the survey was
carried out for the 1 st Edition six inch OS

;;; of this area and the shaPe of the
Uuitaingr ds shown on Plan 1 , shows . only a

milt and cottages. At the sale of the MiIl
in 1868, upoi the death of Swainson, the
additions at- the rear had been added' These
consisted of a weaving shed and a three
;a;;"t building over t[e milr race to the
south. For an account of the subsequent
history of the whole miII site please see my

earlier article.

Archaeoloqy of the Buildinq

The drawings show details of the whole
building as it had developed Py 1868' At
iight aigles to the river l^/as a three storey
stolne auilding a (see PIan 2)r with a cellar
at the east which formerly contained an
undershot wheel. The wheelpit was 1 4ft Sins
ria". Built of stone with -a slate roof the
structure vtas 84ft long and 45 ft wide' It
should be remembered that it had been much

altered over the last 1 50 years and the
drawing attempts to reconstruct how it was in
1826t itren it was "new1y erected". It was of
a non-fireproof construltion and had rows of
metal columns supporting wooden floors' A

number of originll windows remained but
others had been blocked up or covered and the
whole building had been pebbte dashed' At
the front, on Lhe south end, was 1 small two

"tot"y 
addition, the purpose of which was
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unkno$rn. At the rear of
buildings had been added.

Building A two

Building B was a single storey weaving shed
built into the hillside and having the
traditional ridge and furrow roof. The roof
was supported by three rows of metal columns
none of which had any manufacturers marks on
them. It was 79fl long and 46ft 1 Oins wide.
The eastward facing end waIl was blank,
without windows, and stepped into the
hillside in three steps. This building had
been added onto Building A as blocked up rear
windows on the latter showed.

Building C was a three storey building built
of random masonry with three floors lighted
by small paned windows. It had a hipped roof
and, internally, wooden floors rdere carried
by metal columns. It had been built over the
mill race which entered it via an arch and
ran underneath it in a tunnel.
To the north of these three buildings and
running in a vlestern direction, vrere the
remains of the twelve cottages of 1A26(though they had bqcome ten by 1 851 ). (3)
Unfortunately, a full- scale survey was not
possible here because of their ruinous and
dangerous condition. AII that can be said is
thaL a number vrere three storey and could
have provided homes for several families
rather than just one.

In 1978, George Niven interviewed Mr AIec
Thistlethwaite who was responsible for the
running of the cotton mill at Halton Mills
until c.1 936 when it \^/as owned by James
Williamson & Son. He was able to teIl us
what the buildings described in this article

were being used for. It makes interesting
reading and shows that most of the buildings
r^rere sti1l being used for their original
purpose over seventy years after erection.
Accordinq to Bilt Hosfield (pers. comm. ) the
last piece of cotton woven here was in 1 941 .

Building A was used for cotton weaving on the
first floor and yarn storage and weft winding
on the second floor. On the bottom floor
there was a Gilkes water turbine which had
replaced the water wheel and providedr via
belt shafting, power for the cotton
processing. Building B was the ttnew weaving
shed" and had about forty eight looms, while
Building C had about twelve looms on both the
first and second floors and tape sizing on
the top floors with about sixteen looms
each. The western end had an office,
laboratory, storage and a blacksmithrs shop.

A later article will use this interview
provide further details of the use of all
the buildings at Halton Mills in 1 936 when
closed.
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1 Forge Bank Mill, Halton
(1980), 34-40
2 Iron l"laking at Halton
(1 981 ), 23-29
3 The 1 851 Census records 1 0
Forse Bank with 76 inhabitants,
srere in cotton manufacturing.
there were a further 34 people
the manufacture of cotton.
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